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SPECIAL REPORT 
 

 
Dear Partners: 
 
Hope this communication finds you and your families well. As a result of the latest events 
happening as a result of the Coronavirus breakout, we want to provide all of you with 
information about the status of our investment, as well as all the actions in process and 
to be taken at the appropriate moments.  

EPELBOIM since its very first moment we learn about this Coronavirus situation, 
immediately started to get tons of information from colleges, industry experts, attorneys 
as to what was happening, its immediate consequences, how the long-term view looks 
like and what are the initiatives that were required from each hotel owner to cope with 
the storm. 

The immediate reaction of  this whole situation was understanding  that even though 
this started as a “medical problem” in China it turned very rapidly into a major “liquidity 
problem” affecting all businesses, putting a hard stop on all economic activities starting 
by cruise lines and airlines, than hotels and everything relating to the travel industry and 
from there on to all industries in a greater or lesser amount. 

The overall “liquidity problem” in the hotel industry came as a con sequence of a huge 
drop in occupancy to levels form 5%-30% depending on location and market. At this 
occupancy levels mostly any hotels can’t break-even  due to lack of enough revenue to 
support its own operational costs and even less, debt service and property taxes. The 
immediate problem is no means to cover short-term payables.  

The Federal Reserve and the US Government and the Congress immediately reacted  by 
reducing to the minimum the interest rates (Fed) and the Congress/Government 
approving a $2 Trillion Stimulus Plan, geared towards replace the illiquidity resulting 
from the paralysis  of operations at all levels of the economy. 

On the other hand even though this Stimulus Plan is certainly well received and will be 
very helpful to cope with the immediate needs of businesses and companies in order to 
be able to keep employees, meet short term obligations and debt service, it has become 
more questionable the effect in term of “solvency”. It is too early to predict how the will 
end up the economy, the consumption levels of the population, the change in habits 
and everything that this crisis  is “resetting” that could eventually even surviving a 
“liquidity crisis” avoid a “solvency problem”. Working on payment relaxations with 
lenders and banks by postponing till a later date or maturity of loans portions of debt-
service, working out similar payment plans with hotel companies on franchise fees and 
marketing fees, with suppliers and vendors similar workouts, will resolve the immediate 
“liquidity problem” but converting it into a “solvency problem” for the near future by 
hampering the hotel ability to  sustains itself in the long run. To avoid a “solvency 
problem” companies in general will require to reengineer their debt structure by 
renegotiating their debt covenants including interest rates, fees and other with their 
creditors, plus having owners of companies to recapitalize their companies as possible to 
be able to cope with the accrued obligations inherited from the crisis times and now 
becoming due. 
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PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS: 
§ Coronavirus breakout is generating a massive illiquidity problem  across the 

whole hospitality industry 
§ Fed/Government/Congress actions are now pretending take control on liquidity 

issues 
§ This aid is supposed to be a help to hotel owners during this crisis to meet 

immediate minimum obligations after renegotiations of terms with lenders, 
vendors, suppliers, franchisors, etc. 

§ Every hotel company will have to make sure to have a solid equity position or 
reinforced as needed in order to cope with the medium-long term liabilities 

§ This crisis as always has been the case will provide hotel owners to redefine on a 
case by case basis its business model, revenue source, value proposition and will 
need also to renegotiate every contract and every agreement with creditor going 
forward. 

§ Even overcoming “liquidity matters” and thereafter potential “solvency matters”, 
unless there is a redefinition on the expense profile of the operation 
“profitability” of the hotel will be in jeopardy. 

 

 

How does all this impacted our EVEN Hotel in particular and what are we doing in 
regards to it? 
 
 
 

 BACKGROUND STATUS OF THE HOTEL PRE COVID-19 BREAKOUT 
1. The EVEN Hotel Miami Airport ended up in 2019 with a loss of -$2.2MM and a 

Revenue Generator Index (RGI)  of 86.7%, out of which $1MM was covered with 
$1MM Key Money provided by IHG. 

As per the excerpt from the Nov Report to Investors : “2019 was a difficult year, 
however we are as of Nov. 2019 at an RGI (Revenue Generator Index) Index) of 82% and 
estimate finishing the year at around 85%, expecting next year 2020 to reach a 95-98% RGI. 

The fact that we have attained the amount of “contract” business required to have a better mix 
plus the additional “group” business we are pressuring TRUST HOSPITALITY to secure before 
year end, will definitely allow us to push rates higher in 2020 y have a less stressed cash flow. 
Even though we will not get final number for 2019 until mid Jan, 2020 we can anticipate that we 
will end up the year with an estimated negative result of around $2MM which has been 
compensated by $1MM in. Key Money obtained from IHG and the balance are payables 
including property taxes, payroll taxes, sale tax, Trust management Fees, IHG franchise Fees, 
EDG’s asset management fees, etc.” 

 
 
January -February 2020 
These were both excellent months. As per the following information the revenue in 
these two months increased dramatically as compared to Dec 2019 
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2. Even though the revenues soared and we were able to pretty much break-even these 
two months, the fact that we were carrying a loss of over $2MM and a deficit in cash of 
over $1.3MM required us to make certain decisions to bring revenues even higher, 
increase the sales for the low-season month coming up in April and lowering the 
costs of the operation at all levels. Decisions made were: 

a. Terminate Trust Hospitality as operator due to lack of performance 
b. Negotiate with IHG to allow ownership through EPELBOIM or an affiliate to 

manage the hotel only with the intend of taken strict control on expenses and 
have a direct access to all sales activities and decisions. 

c. Negotiate with IHG to give as a break in the franchise fees to be charged going 
forward and  provide relaxed payment plan to satisfied the estimated $350k 
unpaid and due franchise fees 

d. Request to IHG assistance with Key Money . 
e. Refinance the whole property even before the loan matures in 08/2020 and 

paying prepayment penalties, but allowing to cash out to meet payables and 
bring the operation liquidity back to normal.  Two term-sheets where received 
as shown at :  Term Sheets, however we decided NOT to go with any 
refinancing option until we have a negotiation with IHG to address what we 
considered the real problem of the hotel: its fundamentals: 

o Value Proposition too high to the rated charged 
o Lack of IHG support in reservations 
o High level brand requirements that consequently required 

higher operating costs 
o Get some financial assistance from IHG while the brand is 

stabilized across the Country 
 

 ACTIONS INITIATED UPON CORONAVIRUS CRISIS IRRUPTED 
As soon as we realized the magnitude of the situation and the potential effects in the 
hospitality industry the following actions were taken: 

1. Put all refinancing definitely in hold: under current conditions it does not make 
sense to refinance at an interest rate of 8.25% which is the best offer we’ve got right 
begore the Coronavirus breakout. 

2. Perform a dramatic reduction on costs, starting by cutting services, eliminating 
positions and lowering salaries. Payroll is being  reduced to only 13 employees with 
25% salary reduction in all of these remaining 13 persons but the GM (general 
manager) and DOS (director of sales) whose salaries were cut 40% and 50% 
respectively. 

3. Negotiate with current lender not only on deferment of payments but on reduction 
of interest rate.  

4. Apply to  all governmental financial aid programs that are becoming available. 
5. Request IHG to allow an affiliate to EPELBOIM for the time being to manage the 

hotel 
6. Look for new markets to provide alternatives source of revenues to the hotel 

 

Find below the performance of the hotel during March till today: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JjDPz7fO0SmvVPrtJUG552QAO4-rosiv
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We will report back as soon as we gather more information and specific results to share. 

Thanks 
Noel Epelboim  

CEO-President  
Epelboim Development Group 

 
 


